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Rowland: Book Review: Rights Remembered

Hillaire, Pauline R. with Gregory P. Fields, ed. Rights Remembered: A Salish
Grandmother Speaks on American Indian History and the Future. Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 2016. xvi + 428 pages. Hardcover, $97.50.
In the book Rights Remembered, Pauline Hillaire’s thesis is immediately clear; it is a call
to all peoples—both Native American and non-Native alike—to not only educate themselves on
Native American history, but to also be a positive force for Native people’s rights. The scope of
Rights Remembered is all-encompassing despite being largely told through the lens of Pauline R.
Hillaire’s life, also referred to as Scalla of the Killer Whale. Hillaire brings an amazing personal,
as well as educational, perspective to Native rights, Native American history, reservation life,
and the ever-changing politics that govern Native Americans today. Hillarie’s unique life has
become a powerful story that is reflected in Rights Remembered. She is, as a revered Lummi
elder, uniquely situated to be able to use her autobiography to tell not simply the history of
Indigenous peoples on the Northwest Coast, but of American colonial rule over all Indigenous
people of what is now the U.S. Hillaire combines her life with a treasure trove of government
documents and other historical documents that were collected with painstaking research over the
course of several decades.
The book’s content is as well rounded as could be expected considering the author’s
proximity to the subject. While the author provides a personal account of her life and the
struggles she experienced as a Native American, she also provides important historical content.
The author explains events that both shaped and affected Native peoples, but also explains other
key historical events that are taking place simultaneously. By adding this historical context to the
events taking place in Native American’s lives, the reader can place these events in a more
precise chronological order as well as understand the connection these events have with one
another. This also places Native American events in more of a world view context instead of
isolating them to regions and tribes.
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Rights Remembered is a book that has been needed for many years. Its combination of
history, ethnography, and autobiography effortlessly coalesce to give the reader an honest and
heartfelt approach to understanding Native American rights and the long history of treaties with
the United States that have aided in shaping these same rights over the last few centuries. The
author engages the reader by presenting well-documented information in a way that is easy to
absorb. The author never seems to stand on her proverbial soapbox, instead approaching the
issues impartially and with a true willingness to inform. She culled many of her sources from
government archives, which allows for a great deal of transparency when she discusses treaties
and past conflicts between Native Peoples and the United States government. This book would
be an excellent teaching tool for a multitude of social sciences such as cultural anthropology,
political science, and law, as well as topics within the humanities such as history and human
geography.
There are not many books like Rights Remembered available today. However, there are a
few similar books, such as The Unredeemed Captive by John Putnam Demos which discusses
early encounters between European settlers and Native Americans. The Unredeemed Captive is
undoubtedly Euro-centric but does an excellent job of discussing the conflicts that arise from
first encounters. Another is American Indians Stereotypes & Realities by Devon A. Mihesuah
which attempts to educate the public on Native peoples and their histories.
In conclusion, Rights Remembered is an amazing collection of personal experience and
collective history that reflects the author’s detailed research and as well as her life combined into
an historical narrative. This historical narrative illustrates the history of Native American rights,
the fight for equal rights, and the hopes of the author that all peoples from different cultures will
one day reach an understanding and a lasting peace.
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